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Once were truths,

held to be self evident.

True Hearts speak in bold,

leave cursive to the consummate.

In this our future past be but pain and pointless all.

For every boy a man's salute.
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In MemoriamMuneris

PEOPLE. This is a fiction of stifling pertinence.What follows may happen in the near present.

T'was 2019. An odd time in between.

A time of compelling madness and unrelenting compliance.

The ole U S of A, perched in a web of one's weaving.

Obama the Other’s reshuffle dealt diluted dissent,

baited riveting riots

Beckoning that firm and finishing touch.

For want of values abstract and obtuse –

Via science most meddlesome, through alkaline luck,

Obama the Other begat The Great Amends

In Truth The Big Fuck.
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Impeccably bellowing notions of commune.

Aided in all by The Five Tribes of Fortune.

The Medicine ministered

By That Power That Be.

Games of blank checks, no strings

The House always wins.

Those old tattered genes were tailored on sight, with the queer inclination that wrongs be made right.

The once in a lifetime chance at New Dawn was swiftly dismembered

To the NewWorld a pawn …

Scene:

Year of Our Lords: 2038

The Blind Man’s Fist – The quantum borne elmag enhanced War Room at The Golden Hogan Casino, fixed
afoot Tsé Bit'a'i, akaWinged Rock aka Shiprock, New Mexico – And set as such, at offset a great upset to
Din'é all about, then consenting scene of misspent youth, sifted sense of self from once devout.

Enter Ahiga (All War), The Navajo Prime, and Anaba (By Way of War), First of The Reborn The Sire and his
Son, twain remade, to never be undone

Nestled in their digs, in quantum crypt.

That quay of pigs, The Blind Man’s Fist,

Two Men of War, One Death indeed,

Do plot the Twist:

To fix in play Our End of Days

Annihilate

The Western Way.
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